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DO’S: TAPE-IN EXTENSIONS 
■ Wait 24-48 hours before washing or chemically processing your hair.

■ Using a soft boar bristle brush, start at the ends and work your way up, always brushing in a downward motion.  Brush 
before shampooing to keep hair from matting. 

■ Be sure to use a professional haircare line for shampooing and *conditioning.  It is important for hair to receive the 
proper nutrients and hydration to promote beautiful and healthy-looking hair.  *keep conditioner off tape tabs

■ Use Hydrate Condition Masque 1 c-2 times a week, from mid-shaft to ends keeping away from the tape tabs.  This is 
especially important for blonde shades. 

■ Brush hair 2 to 3 times per day.

■ Wear your hair in a ponytail or loose braid when swimming, exercising, and sleeping, in order to reduce tangling.  Be sure 
to wash your hair after these activities.  

■ If you do hot yoga, lightly dry the tape tabs after class or remove your ponytail and allow hair to quickly air dry.  Tape tabs 
should never be wet for long periods of time. 

■ When using heat tools to style your hair, make sure to protect your extensions with a thermal styling product and keep 
heat away from the adhesive- think warm air on tape tabs.

■ Apply and leave in a small amount of Masque prior to swimming.  This prevents hair from absorbing harmful elements, 
such as chlorine and salt.

■ Make an appointment to remove and reapply your extensions, licensed professionals only.



DON’TS: 
■ Do not use any products containing alcohol, oil, or ethanol.  Alcohol based products are 

drying to the hair and can compromise the strength of the adhesive bond.
■ Do not brush hair harshly.
■ Do not go to bed with wet hair.
■ Do not chemically process your hair at home.  Rely on the salon professional for any 

services while wearing extensions.
■ Do not remove your extensions yourself. 
■ Do not expose extensions to sunscreens, self-tanners, and bronzers.  This may cause 

discoloration. Remember pool water can be coated with sunscreens.  Getting in can coat 
your hair.  If applying sunscreen move your hair out of the way.  If hair discolors, contact 
me right away.  

■ Do not use excessive heat.  Up to 350 degrees F for human hair extensions and 250 
degrees for the fantasy hair.



FAQ:

■ How long do hair extensions last? 

8-10 weeks depending on your hair growth.  They can be reapplied up to 3 times for a total 
of 8 months of wear.  If you follow the above guidelines.  

Reschedule at STYLISTHEIDIXXON.COM or IG @heidixxon

The hair is 100% cuticle-on Remy human hair.  You can heat-style with any method as long 
as heat is not applied directly to the extension tabs.  Concentrated heat will make the 
adhesive sticky and can reduce the length of wear in the hair.

■ QUESTIONS?  Text anytime @ 858-299-2393 Please allow 24 hours for a response.


